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THE CO1!PBESSIBILITY BURBLE

By John Stack .—

Simultaneous air-flow photographs and pressure-dis-
tribution measurements have been made of the N,A.C.A. 4412
a“irfoil at high speeds in order to determine the physical
nature of the compressibility burble. The tests were con-
ducted in the N.A.C.,A. 24-inch high-speed wind tunnel.
The flow photographs were obtained ly the schlieren m~thod
and the pressures were simultaneously measured for 54 sta-
tions on the 5-inch-chord wing by means of a multiple-tube
photographic manometer. Pressure-measurement results and

● , typical schlieren photographs are presented.

The general nature of the phenomenon called the “comJ-
. pressibility %urlleii is shown by” these experiments. The

source of the increased drag is the coqression shock that
occurs, the excess drag being due to the conversion o-f a
considerable amount of the air-stream kinetic energy into
heat at the compression shock.

INTRODUCTION

#

.*

The first important effects of compressibility were
encountered in aeronautical applications when prop-eller— --’
tip speeds were increased to values ap~ro-achi-ni-the veloc-
ity of sound. A marked decreas8 in propeller efficiency
was noted and investigations mere started to study the
phenomenon. The earliest investigatioiik” were made on mod-
el propellers. These investigations were followed by tests
of airfoils made partly to simplify experimental procedure
so that the effects of compressibility Cbul-d ho more easi-
ly isolated and partly to develop sections tiore--s~table
for high-speed applications. The airfoil investigations
indicated that a rflarkedchange ia the tyPe of flow occufire-d
as the velocity of sound was approached; t-he lift decreased,
the drag increased, and the center of pressure moti~d to the
roar. Although these tests yielded much valuablo informa-

.
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tion for design problems, very little information r-egard-
ing the character of the air flow, particularly at the
compressibility burble, was obtained. It became apparent
from these experiments that a More fundamental investiga-
tion was necessary to study the naitire of the compressi-
bility burble.

Preliminary experiments leading t-o-;-thodevelopment of
a method of flow visualization were undertaken early in
1934 and the schlieren method was adopted. Tho flow around
the N.A,C.A. 0012 airfoil mounted in tie n-inch high-
sp6ed wind tunnel was observed and it was estahlishod (SOO
ffig. 3) that the flow change which occurrod at the compress-
ibility burble was associated with the formation of comp-
ression shocks or regions of rapid chan~ of density in
the flow. ?l’ollowin,~the-se observations, which were shown
at the Ninth Annual N.A.C.A. Engineering Ibesearch Confor-
once in May 1934, a general investigation of the air-flow
variations over a wide speed range was outlined. This in-
vestigation consists of flew photm~raphs and pre”ssure measu-
rements over the surface of a wing made simultaneously fmc
several sp_eeds extending from .appro”ximate-ly35 percenfi of
the velocity of sound to values in excess of the speed at
which the cornpressi$ility burble occurs. Part of this
general investigation is reported herein and consists of
simultaneous flew photographs and .pressure-dis.tributiion
measurements of the flow about’ an airfoil for speeds in
the critical region, that is, for the speeds at which the
flow bre~”domn or the compressibility burble occurs.

The experiments were conducted in the N.A.C.A. 24-
inch high-speed wind tunnel. The a:rfoil on which Obser-
vations were made is a 5-inch-chord N,A.C.A. 4412 airfoil
wit’h 54 orifices at ““thecenter section. The pressures at
each orifice were simultaneously measured %y means of a
photo-recording multiple-tube manometer.

APPARATUS AND METHODS

The N.A.C,A. 24-inch high-speed wind .tunne~is.an in-
duction-type tunnel that may be operated over, a large
speed range. Compressed air frcin the variable-density
wind tunnel. discharged t-h.r.o.ugh.an a:~nular nozzle located
downstream from the test secttiofiinduces a flow of’air
from the atmosphere through the test section. Velocities
approaching the velocity of sound may -be obtained at t-he

m
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test section. The tunnel is an outdoor wind tunnel and,
except for certain modifications arising from this source
and from its size, the methods of” operation are the same
as for the n-inch high-speed wind tunnel (reference 1).
The essential air passages are geometrically similar to
those” of the n-inch high-speed tunnel. A cross-sectional
diagram o+ the-24-inch high-spe~ed tunnel. is shown in fig-
ure l’i .- -

The method of flow observation and photography is the
schlieren,’ or striae, method devised by Toe,pler, which is
described i“n”detail in reference 2. A simplified diagram
of the apparatus is given in figure 2~ Light from a source
located at C, the principal focus of lens D, emerges
from the lens”D a’s a parallel beam, passes through the ,,
converging lens D1 and is %rought to “focus at E, the
principal focus of lens n!,. At E a knife-edge islocat-
ed ‘so as to cut off most of.the light from the source C!
The model A is placed in the parallel beam between the
lenses and an image is formed. on the screen l?. When air
passes over the model, its density, and therefore its Qp.ti-
cal index of refraction, changes. Thus, portions of the
parallel’beam of light are bent and some of the ra~~ that
were previously int-errupted by the knife-edge now pass
over t’he knife-edge at E to the screen or photogra.~hic
plate l?. The illumination on the screen ,then shows re-
gions of varying air density. .... : -

---- ——- _.,.
The pressures over the. airfoil were meas~red ~Y means

of a multiple-tube photorecording manometer. !l?hemanometer
contains 60 tubes arranged in “a semicircle with a neon.
light parallel to the tu%es located at the center of the
semicircle. Photostat qapgr is drawn from a roll, .l?qatcd
&t the tack of the manometer, around the tubes and the ex-
posed lengths of paper are drawn up on another roll also
located at the back of the manometer. Mechanism for auto-
matic remote control of the photostat paper and the light
are contained within the manometer. . .

The model, a 5-inch-chord by 30-inch-span N.A.C ,A*
4412 rectangular “wing, consists of a %rass center section
o,f l-inch span and dural.umin end pieces. Yifty-four holes
are arranged along the upper” and lower surfaces, at the cen-
t“e’rof “the %Yass’ center section. These hol~s are connect-
ed to the manometer by small brass tubes led out through
itio large ducts cut in. the lower surface of the duralumi.n “
e“nd pieces of the “nodel. The. ’ducts are closed hy duralu-
min covers shaped t.o the .c.ontourof the- airfoil. The hra.ss

.
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center section and the duralumin end pieces are bolted to-
gether and all joints are carefully made to preserve the
contour and fairness of the model.

Mounted for tests, the airfoil extended through the
tunnel walls and wae supported in carefully fitted trans-
parent end platies. The model was originally designed for
tests in the variable-density wind tunnel whero the sup-
porting system is such that the bending stresses at the
center of the model resulting from lift loads aro small,
l?or the tests in the high-speed wind tunnel it was nocos-
‘sary to provide auxiliary bracing to caro for the lift
loads because of the inherent ‘-structural weakness of the
airfoil at the center section. This bracing consisted of
cables secured at the quart=r-chord point of the airfoils
approximat-aly 6 inches out from the center on ei.$her side
and fastened to the tunnel wall. These-cables appear in
some of the schlieren photographs as the dark lines ex-
tending outward from the airfoil a~roximately perpendicu-
lar to the lower surface; they should not he confused with
the shock waves.

.
The lenses of the schlieren set-tip woro mounted, as

shown by the simplified diagram” (fig, 2). The source
light was a high-intensity spark dischargo and the photo-
graphs were obtained with a standard 8- by 10-inch studio-
type camera. The camera was eqvippe”d with a shutter but
no lens and, because of limitations in space within the
tunnel chamber, it was necessary to mount a mirror back of
the knife-edge of the schlieren apparatus to reflect the
light from its original path into the camera. Because of
the large change of pressure with time within the tunnel
cham%er as the air speed was increased from or decreased
to zero, it was necessary to instzzll methods of operating
the tunnel and all the apparatus from the. outsido.

The test procedure consisted of firsti”incroasing the
spood, by means of a motor-dri,von valve in the compressed-
air supply line, to the desired value, which was measured
by an outside mercury manometer connocted to calibrated
static plates. The camera shutter, which was operated by
an electromagnet, was then opened and, at a signal immedi-
ately following, the light circuit for the manometer and
the source light in the .s.chlieren apparatus were closed.
By this procedure the pressure record aitd the flow photo-
graph were simultaneously obtained. The tunnel operator
then quickly reduced the air speed to zero a~d closed the
camera shutter. The film in the camera was changed, the
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exposed photostat ‘paper in the manometer was rolled up, a
new section was automatically placed over .thg manometer. ‘
tubes, and the procedure as previously outlined was &epeat-
ed for the next speed.

—

Tests were made for each of three atigles of. attack,
-2°, -O” 15i, and 1° 52~t, for sevqral speeds in thc”cri.tl-
cal region.

For dynamic pressure
Pa’p and the” ratio of tho local

velocity. to the local velocity of sound Wc , were &eter-

mined by calibrated static-pressure orifices connected to
two tubes in the photographic manometer and also to an out-
side merctiry manometer,

——
which was” used to set the-”s~e’ed for

the t’osts. A detailed discussion of tho method of “deter-
mining the dynamic pressure and the, speed ratio v/vc, is,

given in reference .1. The pressures acting on the a~rf”oil”
were determined by neasuring th&”&oflectio:s”of the liquid
in the manometer tubes as shown on the.phoiorecord; the “or-
dinates for the pressure-distribution diagrams were con- *
puted by dividing these pressures ly ~,V2 .as Qetorningd

by the static-pressure orifices in the~tunnel walls,and the
tu”nnf31calibration. ,,. . ,,,
.“ ---- — .— ——... ,-

DISCUSSION ,--
“.

Investigations of the effects of air compressibility
on the characteristics of propellers and airfoils hav”e in-.
dicated that a marked change in the type of air”-~l”ow oc-

——

curs as the air speed approaches the velocity ‘of sound.
This flow change, or compressibility burble, ‘ii evi”tie~ced
%y large detrimental changes in the characteristics of ai>-
foild. ‘Previous tests (~.g., references 1 .a>a-3) have -
shown t,hat the critical speed, that is, then-speed a,~”which
the compressibility %urble occurs, decreases as the l“ift -
increases. .3ecause of the .relatiqnship between ‘the ..lift
and the induced velocities,over the surface of an e.irfo,il,
the dependence of this cr~tical speed on lift is important
in that it shows that the spepd”at-which the cornp-ressibil-

.—

ity bukbl:e occurs is ipflueticed “by‘the-induced velocities
in the field of flow. Analysis of the’ fbrce-test and oth-
er data (reference 1)” indicated that the cotipressibility
“burble occurs .m~~w:%,.he.lo”aal velo’c’ity at ahy point i.n the
field ‘of.-flow”reaches the local vel’oci’ty“of sound. Fun da-
mrental knowledge of ~:he compressibility burble, however,

. .
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cannot be o%tained from force-test data alone; and, in or-
der to determine the nature of the p,heno,menon, it-was nec-
essary to o%tain air-flow observations and pressure-distri-
bution data,

Preliminary flow observations” made of the N.A.C.A.
0012 airfoil in the n-inch high-speed wind tunnel defi-
nitely showed t-he establishment of compression shocks in
the flow shout the airfoil when the main Stream:velocity

*

was considerably less than the velocity .of sound. The re-
sults of these observations correlated wit-h force tests

“(fig. 3] showed that t-he rise in drag occurs simultaneous-
ly with the establishment of the compression .shocks. As
“the speed of flow is increased to values approaching the
velocity of sound, a shock appears first near the leading
etLge of. the airfoil and then moves aft- with further in-
crease of speed, ultimately reaching the, trailing edge.
The abrupt--increase. in drag starts. with the first appear-
ance of the shock and continues as” the sho’ck”mo”ves aft
along t-he airfoil. , The location of the shock on””the
N.A.C.A. 0012 air=foil when.”thb, speed is’ap-proxi”inat”ely76”

—

percent of the velocity’ of sound is shown by th,e sketch at .
the top of figure 3. The photographs in the figure sho”w
the position and width of. the’ dikc~ntinuity at slightly
higher speeds. As the compression shock moves aft along

.
-t

the airfoil the front remains approximately perpendicular
to the air-flow direction :as,”showti”in the lower photograph.
The upper photograph shows the shock at the trailing edge
and the considerable downstream slope of the discontinuity
indicates that ,stiperaonic velocities exist in the region
“ahead of the shock : ..

The results of the,pressu~e-distri’bution tests (figs.
4, 5, and 6) and t’he simu.ltaneous schlieren photographs,.
typical results”,of which are presented in figures 7, 8, 9,
and 10, provide the “fundamental.informat ion leading to a
complete descri~tion.’of. the.phenomenon as well RS corro~o-
rate the preliminary observations and the earlier force
tests. The, dotted lines on the pressure--distribution di-
agrams qre &ram”n a’t ordinate values corresponding to t-he
local velocity of sound. It is apparent, then, from exam-
ination of the diagrams that local velocities considerably
in excess of the 10cAI velocity of sound are attained over

‘‘the,foiward portion of the airfoil, .!l!hisregion of super-
sonic velocities ends in the compression shock, which is
evidenced on the pressure-distribution diagram by the dis-
continuity in t-he curv,es and the r~latively large and ab-
rupt increase of pressure. Compar~son of the schlieren
photographs and the pressure-distribution diagrams (e.g.-,
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fig. 4 with figs. 7 and 8) shows that ,the location of the
shock. at the various speeds as determined %y both uethods .
is in agreement. The”width of the” shock “at the highest
speeds, as shown by t’ne photographs, is relatively narrow,
and it is” l-ikely that..the “entire increase in pressure

Oc-.

curs in this.region. At lower speeds (see figs. 4 a:nd 8,”
.

T/vc = 0.668) the discontinuity extends over a relatively.
wide area along the, airfoil and seems to consist ~“~“a s“e-
ries of less intense discontinuities. It is important to
note that, when’ this condiiion. exists, the resultant ve-
locities over that portion of.the airfoil are very close
to the veloc”ity”of sound and that the corresponding kir-
stream velocity is the velocity at which the compressibil-
ity burble starts.

The results of the pressure-distribution investiga-
tion corroborate the preliminary flow observations as re-
gards the movement of the shock with change of speed. A
comparison of figures 7 and 8 shows that the shock moves
forward as the speed is decreased and an examination of
the pressure-distribution diagrams for any angle of attack
likewise shows the forward movement of the region of dis-
continuity with ,decrease of speed. This condition exists
irrespective of angle of attack. The shock, hokever, may
not occur the same distance back of the leading e~ge on
both upper and lower surfaces because of differences in
the pressure distribution for the two surfacesi

The decrease in the speed at which the compressibil-
ity %urble occurs as the lift is increased is also sub-
staatiated by the pressure-distribution data. When the
angle of attack is 1° 52~1 , the compressibility burble is
just starting at a speed ratio v/vc of 0.596 (fig. 6).
The corresponding condition at -2° occurs for a speed ra-
tio of 0.668 (fig. 4). It is also apparent that %he dis-
continuity on the lower gurface shown by the results for
an angle of attack of -2 (figs. 4,. 7, and 8) does not oc-
cur at the highest angle of attack except at the highest
speed (fig. 6). With further increase of angle of attack
the discontinuity on the lower surface will entirely dis-
appear.

..—— .. -.

It is not the purpose of this .preliminary report to
give a detailed analysis of the discontinuity but, in
view of its importance in certain applications, it is de-
sirable to consider briefly the conditions leading to the
establishment of the shock. As flow velocities a-pproach
the velocity of sound, th~ sum of the main flow velocity
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and the induced velocity near the surface of- the airfoil
exceeds the ldcal velocity of sound”. The existence of
this supersonic-velocity region is shown by the pressure-
“d~stributlon diagrams. The flow conditions are now quite
unlike the, conditions at low speed,s because the velocity
a“t which pressures are ~rmpagated ,is the velocitl- of sound.
This fact is particularly signiftc.ant because pressures in
tihe subsonic:velocity field existing at the rear of the
airfoil cannoti-be transmitted upstream to affect the pres-
sure field corresponding to the su~ersonic velocities that
exist over the forward portion of--the airfoil. It- is ap-
parent, then, that ari%musual ‘tiype:of flow must exist
since the air after passing through the supersonic-velocity
region must be retarded to subeonic velocities. The na-
ture of the observed discontinuity where this retardation
takes’ place is illust~ated by the schlieren photographs,
and the flow pheqomena are describ-ed 3Y the presSUr&diS-
tribution data.

Similar discontifiuities have been obsorved in con-
verging-diverging nozzles operat}-pg with excessive back
pressure. A discussion of the phenomenon in nozzles is
given in reference 4 and-a theoretical analysis of tho in-
finitely thin discontinuity or shock wave is.given in
reference 5. Prandtl has derived a formula (re<erenco 4,
p. 84) for t-h-eincrease of Fressure”af the shock. Pres-
sure increments computed from this formula (reference 6) ,
however , give values much larger t@g the values obtained
%Y the present experi~ents and some doubt may therefore
exist-as to the adequacy of the an’~lysis. l?urthermoro,
this analysis does not permit the ~rediction of--the Loca-
t-ion of the shock for any given s~-qed.

One siflnificant result of the analyses presentid in
references 4 and 5, however, concerns the change of state
of the air or gas passing-through ~ho discontinuity. lt
has been shown (reference 4) that t’he air pasees through
the discont-inuity and undergoes an ,increase of-qntropy.
The cause of the “drag increase can “thsrely bo readily ex-
plained. Low-pressure , high-kinetic-energy air mee~s the
discontinuity where there is a sudden decrease in kl-rietic
energy. Only parti-of this kinetic -ener~y is recovered as
a gain in pressure; the remainde~ is conv~rted into heat-
and is lost to the flow. This losi of–kinetfic energy to
the Elow appears as increased drag “or, corivers~iy, ‘the add-
itional energy ,required to propel ,an object at a speed
above that at which the compressibility burble occurs, in
excess of the energy required if no change of f–low oc-
curred , is converted into heat–energy.

I

.
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Some further experimental investigation may be re-
quired to enable the solution of certain quantitative as-
pects of the problem, notably the computation of the pres-
sure after the shock and the prediction of ‘the location
of the wave on the surface for any given speed,

,. .COITCLUSIONS. . ..—

1. The general nature of the phenomenon called the
“compressibility burllell has been determined. It has %een
established that as the free-stream speed approaches the
velocity of sound the air in passing over the airfoil sur-
face is accelerated ,to speeds in excess of the “local ve-
locity of sound and, when this condition occurs, a com-
pression shock is formed that involves a more or less
sudden, rather” than a gradual, retardation of the flow and .
a dissipation of energy.

.-

2. The source of the increased drag observed at the
compressibility burble is the compression shock and the
excess drag is due to the conversion of a considerable
amount of the air-stream k“inetic energy into heat at the
compression shock.

3. Although the ex~erimcnts disclose the general na-
——

ture of the compressibility burble, certain quantitative
aspects of the phenomenon require further experimental in-
vestigation and analysis.

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Comnittee for Aeronautics,

Langley Yield, Vs., September 23, 1935.
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FXure 6.- Sdilierenflow photograph N.A.C.L 442 airfoil;a=.2°: V/Vc=0.668. co
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Figure 9.- Schlieren flow photogrqh LA. C.A. 4412 airfoil;a= -15’;v/vc= o.717.
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